
Our race result sheets may look complex but really are quite simple once you understand the informa�on they contain. 

Perhaps the main point, for experienced sailors, is that our scoring system is unique to BHSA. The standard systems used else-

where assign points related to order of finishing (a&er adjus�ng for boat yards�ck), whereas we assign points inversely pro-

por�onal to the �me taken. The winner (on adjusted �me) receives 100 points and later finishers receive fewer, in the propor-

�on that taking twice as long as the winner earns you zero points. 

This system rewards speed rather than place and has the considerable advantage that we don’t need to know how many 

boats will be sailing in an aggregate series. If you don’t sail you don’t get points. 

The result sheet (see below) lists outcomes for both boat yards�ck (scratch) and skipper yards�ck (handicap) for both mono-

hull and catamaran fleets. Usually each fleet sail the same course but complete a different number of laps (usually 3 laps for 

monohulls and 4 laps for catamarans). Usually the cats start first followed by the monos four minutes later (see tabulated be-

low the results). Juniors may be assigned fewer laps. 

The �ming system records the �me elapsed from the first start, so that recorded by the Timelord has to be adjusted for later 

star�ng fleets. Further, to enable computa�on of the Mul�-Class Correc�on Factor (MCCF), �mes are adjusted to ra�onalise 

all fleets to the same number of laps (generally four); this adjustment increases the course �mes published for monohulls. 

Scratch yards�cks are those published by Australia Sailing, with some adjustments for catamarans as defined by Australia Sail-
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ing (see our Sailing Instruc�ons h9p://bhsa.club/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/sailing-instruc�ons-2017-2020-v5a.pdf ). 

Handicap results are computed with each skippers personal back-calculated yards�ck (see our Sailing Instruc�ons). Most of 

our race series are scored by skipper handicap, so generally results are presented in this order (at the discre�on of the Handi-

capping Officer).  

The column Y’s�ck=Time gives the personal yards�ck each skipper would have needed for all to have equal reduced race 

�mes, and this is the data entered in the back-calculated yards�ck calcula�on a&er each race. 

Scratch results (calculated by boat yards�ck) are in the right most columns. 

Correc�ng  race �mes for the rela�ve performance of each fleet is desirable for mixed class racing, but this is difficult to do 

when fleet sizes are small or skipper skills are too variable across the fleets. Just for interest our results indicate the MCCF but 

this is not employed in the calcula�ons.  Generally we have separate trophies for each class, so adjustment by MCCF is unnec-

essary.  

 


